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Executive Summary
Chinese outbound tourists are known to
travel en masse; to prioritize shallow

Key Findings:

sightseeing experiences; and to love

13.6% of Chinese adventure travellers

shopping. But this is fast becoming an

can be categorized as ‘soft adventure

outdated description. With the experience

travellers,’ while 2.7% can be

of working, studying and travelling

categorized as ‘hard adventure

abroad, more Chinese tourists are

travellers.’

becoming more adventurous – both in

The total adventure market size for

their choice of destination and activities.

China (based on accommodation
spending only) is USD 8.2B per year.

This is the first study to quantify the size

Adventure travel spend from China

of the outbound adventure tourism

represents 0.64% of total international

market from China.

tourism spend
The top destinations for adventure

Our research shows that 16.3% of

travellers were United States, Thailand,

outbound Chinese travellers participated

Australia and Japan.

in adventure activities on their last

Time to be in nature, camping and

international holiday.

backpacking are some of the most
popular activities for Chinese

This correlates with recent studies by

adventure tourists.

Ctrip and Skift, which have covered the

For Chinese consumers, the term

rise of the independent Chinese traveller.

“adventure travel” conjures up images

All the research strongly suggests that we

of visiting new destinations and

will see increased numbers of Chinese

suggests elements of risk or danger.

adventure travellers who are seeking to
integrate adventure activities and cultural
interaction into their travel itineraries.

This report is useful for destinations and
tour operators seeking to attract Chinese
adventure tourists and deliver
meaningful experiences to them.
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About Bannikin
Bannikin Travel & Tourism ltd. has been

We have DMO, agent, operator &

in operation since 2010, and has built a

destination clients spanning Canada’s

reputation as one of North America’s

North, East, West, the U.S., Latin

leading travel trade development,

America, Asia & Africa.

representation, media relations and
strategic destination development firms

Bannikin is built on a love for travel and a

specializing in experiential tourism and

great respect for destinations and

sustainable travel.

companies who provide the utmost travel
experiences in the wildest parts of the

Building on this success, in 2017, we hired

planet.

a team of Asia market experts to open our
satellite office in Hong Kong, to help
destinations and operators access the
burgeoning Asia Adventure marketplace.

⼩锡杯
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Methodology
This study employed methodology

The margin of error is 5.4%.

developed by Paige Schneider and
Christine Vogt and used by the Adventure

The main objective of this study was to

Travel Trade Association (ATTA) when

distinguish between ‘adventure travellers’

quantifying the size of the western

and ‘other’ travellers (that is to say,

adventure market in 2009 and 2013. The

travellers who enjoy non-adventure

methodology categorizes different

activities on their holidays, such as sun

activities into three groups: hard

and sand, city tours, beach vacations etc.)

adventure, soft adventure and other. Using

We have referred to ‘other travellers’

an online survey tool, the questionnaire (in

throughout the report as mainstream

Mandarin) was sent to a random sample of

travellers.

332 Chinese travellers over the age of 18
who had taken an international trip in the

This report was produced by Bannikin

last year. Respondents were asked to

Travel and Tourism Managing Director

choose the top three activities they

of Asia, Natasha Martin. The study’s

practiced on their last international trip

findings were reviewed by Dr. Philippe

and which activities they most enjoyed

Duverger of Towson University.

while on holiday.
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The Understanding of
Adventure Travel
The Adventure Travel Trade Association

However, it does not mean that trips that

(ATTA) has defined adventure tourism as a

include this mixture are not of interest to

trip, lasting more than 24 hours, that

Chinese travellers (on the contrary, our

includes two of the following three

survey found that 47% of travellers

elements: physical risk, cultural exchange

indicated an interest in learning about

and immersion in nature.

other cultures.)
An optional question asked survey
respondents about their understanding of
the term ‘adventure travel.’ Fifty-three
per cent (53%) of respondents answered
the question. We coded the answers to
pull out recurring themes in the
responses. Overall, the concept of
adventure tourism is connected to
destinations themselves. Nineteen per

In the West, the term ‘adventure’ is widely

cent (19%) of respondents mentioned

understood by travellers, and used in

‘visiting new places’ as an important part

tourism marketing and branding.

of adventure travel. These places were
often mentioned to be ‘sparsely

In China, that is not the case. The closest

populated,’ ‘inaccessible’ or ‘dangerous.’

term that exists is

Danger is also a recurring theme in our

⼾外旅游, which

translates to 'outdoor travel.' Types of trips

findings – 26% of responses mentioned

that could be considered 'outdoor travel'

travel that included an element of danger

are ski trips, hiking trips or rafting trips.

or risk. For example: “It is a dangerous

Outdoor travel includes nature and risk –

type of travel that is carried out by

but, importantly, the element of culture is

tourists in special environments that are

missing.

inaccessible or dangerous.”
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The Understanding of
Adventure Travel
Only 12% of respondents mentioned an
activity as part of their definition: “It
means doing a difficult expedition with a
guide, probably in the mountains.”
Our conclusion is that Chinese
consumers mostly associate adventure
travel with going to remote destinations
that are perceived as dangerous and
exotic, and less about engaging in
adventure activities. This reinforces
information gathered from international
tour operators who host Chinese
adventure tourists. They report that,
generally, Chinese tourists lack technical
skills for activities such as climbing, rafting
or mountain biking. And while western
adventure travellers may want to visit
Nepal to hike or climb, Chinese adventure
travellers want to visit the destination,
capture the memory through photos and
return to their accommodations.

INSPIRING

RISK
NATURE

Beautiful Places

CHALLENGE MYSELF

DANGER
SPARSELY POPULATED

ADVENTURE ACTIVITIES

NEW
PLACES
MOUNTAINS

EXPLORE

Takeaway
Travel companies that use the word ‘adventure’ in their marketing material, should
consider how this term resonates with Chinese travellers and recognize that it has
connotations that include risk and danger.
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How Big is the China
Adventure Market?
The main question we wanted to answer
with this study was: what percentage of
outbound Chinese travellers are engaging
in adventure tourism?
The size of the outbound Chinese
adventure market is 23.49 million or
16.3% of total departures.

Within the adventure market, we can
differentiate between ‘hard’ adventure
tourism, which includes higher risk
activities such as caving and diving and
‘soft’ adventure activities that do not
necessarily require specialised skills or
gear. This study calculated 2.7% of
outbound departures as ‘hard adventure’
and 13.6% as ‘soft adventure’.
Applying these percentages to outbound
departures in 2017, we calculated that
there were approximately:

23,490,000 adventure trips taken
overall
3,915,000 hard adventure trips taken
19,575,000 soft adventure trips taken

⼩锡杯
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Who is the Chinese
Adventure Traveller?
Chinese adventure travellers are more

Travellers who have children consider

likely to be male (61%), whereas

their kids when selecting a holiday

mainstream travellers are fairly evenly

destination. Seventy-one percent (71%) of

split. Adventure travellers are young –

adventure travellers said that their

mainly between the ages of 26 and 39.

children influence the decision of their

Eighty-eight per cent (88%) of adventure

trip ‘a bit’. Twenty-one per cent (21%) of

travellers are married but only 27% have

adventure travellers said their children

children. Due to China’s one-child policy

influenced their decision ‘a lot’.

that was in effect until 2016, all adventure
travellers surveyed had only one child.
Unsurprisingly when considering the age

Global Adventure
Market Size

of the travellers themselves, all children
were under the age of 12.

Demographic profile of Chines Adventure
Travellers

⼩锡杯
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Who is the Chinese
Adventure Traveller?
Level of Education

Household Income

Outbound travellers from China are well-

When it comes to household income,

educated. While most mainstream

adventure travellers earn a wide range of

travellers (71%) have a Bachelor's degree,

income. While 41% of mainstream

adventure travellers are more dispersed,

travellers have a household income

with higher percentages having only

between 20,000 and 35,000 RMB per

finished high school and having obtained

month, adventure travellers are more

PHDs. As previously mentioned,

evenly distributed between 12,000 and

adventure travellers are generally

65,000 RMB per month. According to

younger, and it could be that they have

the IMF, the average monthly household

not yet finished their schooling.

income in China is 7,665 RMB, which
places most outbound travellers well
above the national average.
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Who is the Chinese
Adventure Traveller?
Length of Trip
Chinese travellers are known for taking

Takeaway

short holidays due to their limited amount

Adventure itineraries are often more

of time off. Adventure travellers, perhaps

than 11 days long, but not many Chinese

more keen to take a trip whenever

travellers, even adventure travellers,

possible, are more likely to take a short

are able to take such a long break.

one to three day trip, and also more likely

Adventure businesses need to create

to take an extended holiday of more than
eleven days. Mainstream travellers are

itineraries that are realistic in length
for Chinese travellers.

more likely to stick to trips between four
and 10 days.

Length of last international holiday

⼩锡杯
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Who is the Chinese
Adventure Traveller?
Travel Companions
Chinese adventure travellers of any age
are most likely to travel with their spouse
or partner. Adventure travellers under the
age of 29 are more likely to travel with
friends than they are to travel solo or with
parents.
While in the West, solo travel for women
is on the rise, this trend does not appear to
apply to China. Only 3% of women report
taking their last trip solo (compared to 9%
of men).

Typical Travel Companions
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Who is the Chinese
Adventure Traveller?
Advance Planning
A very small percentage of both
mainstream and adventure travellers plan
their trips far in advance, with the
majority opting to start planning around
six months in advance. Adventure
travellers plan slightly more ahead of time
of mainstream travellers. Thirty-four
percent (34%) of mainstream travellers and
eighteen percent (18%) of adventure
travellers plan an international trip will

Number of international trips in
the last year
Chinese adventure travellers do not
necessarily travel more frequently than
mainstream travellers. As the graph below
shows, adventure travellers are more likely
to have taken three or less international
trips last year, whereas mainstream
travellers are more likely to have taken
three or more.

less than a month before their departure.

Of the survey respondents (adventure and
mainstream) who took more than five

Takeaway
Last-minute bookings are a key characteristic

international trips last year, more than half
plan their trips with less than one month’s
notice.

of the Chinese market. Operators with lastminute inventory should consider reaching out
to trade partners or using online marketing to
reach Chinese consumers.
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Spending Habits
Accommodation Spend Per Night
There is a wide range of spending habits of
Chinese outbound travellers. This study
asked specifically about accomodation
spend, as it is a fixed price that travellers
are more likely to remember.
Respondents were presented with a range
to choose from.

Airline Class
Another indication of spend is class of
airline ticket. The majority of mainstream
travellers choose economy class, whereas
adventure travellers diversify in their
choice of airline fare.
The majority of adventure travellers are
spending between 100 and 500 RMB per
night, which is a relatively low amount.
But if we compare the amount they are
spending to their salary - we can see that
the higher the household income, the
more a person will spend on
accommodation.

⼩锡杯
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Last Destination
Among adventure travellers, the U.S. was the most popular destination travelled to, with
25% of respondents reporting having visited on their last vacation. The next most popular
destinations were Thailand, Japan and Australia.
Thirty-four per cent (34%) of mainstream travellers visited Japan on their last international
holiday. The next most popular destinations were the U.S. and Thailand.

Location of Last Destination by Continent

⼩锡杯
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Dream Destinations
Respondents were asked ‘What is your

Australia and New Zealand were

dream destination?” This was an open-

referenced by 18% of adventure travellers

ended question and answers varied from

as dream destinations. Specific attractions

the specific (Mount Everest) to the more

mentioned included The Great Barrier

vague (France). Overall, in responding to

Reef and The Gold Coast.

this question, adventure travellers were
more specific than mainstream travellers.

Arctic or polar destinations were

Adventure travellers were more likely to

mentioned by 10% of adventure travellers

respond with a country or city such as

and 11% of mainstream travellers.

Ecuador or Greenland, than simply a

Mainstream travellers frequently

region, such as ‘Arctic’ or ‘North

mentioned Iceland, whereas adventure

America’.

travellers were more likely to mention
the Antarctic.
Both adventure travellers and
mainstream travellers were more likely to
pick a dream destination that would be a
long-haul trip (more than five hours)
from major Chinese cities:

Overall, Europe was the most cited region
for ‘dream destinations.’ This ranged
from respondents dreaming of visiting
specific locations such as the Danube or
Provence, to countries like Spain and
Switzerland, to a few simply writing
‘Europe.’ A big percentage dreamed of
visiting France, and Paris in particular.

⼩锡杯
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Activities on Holiday
What activities do Chinese adventure

We identified five activities that, although

travellers enjoy on their holiday? The top

not categorised as ‘adventure tourism’

three activities selected by adventure

indicated, at minimum, a small curiosity

travellers in our survey were: time to be

about foreign cultures and places.

in nature (32%), backpacking (29%) and

Interestingly, adventure travellers did not

camping (29%).

rate these activities as something they did
or enjoyed, whereas mainstream tourists

Activities that require extensive

did:

experience or specific technical skills
such as skiing, kayaking, or rafting were
not identified by adventure travellers as
activities they practiced or enjoyed.
However, soft adventure sports like
cycling, birdwatching and hiking were
mentioned several times.
In contrast, mainstream travellers prefer
tamer activities such as eating (48%),
sightseeing (39%) and shopping (38%).

Top Activities

⼩锡杯
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Sharing Economy
Adventure travellers and mainstream
travellers are equally as likely to use
sharing economy platforms while
travelling, with Uber/Grab taxi services
being the most popular.

⼩锡杯
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Country Examples
Japan
In 2017, Japan received 7.35 million Chinese tourists. In this survey, 25% of
all travellers indicated that they had been to Japan on their last
international holiday. Respondents who had visited Japan indicated that
they participated mainly in ‘mainstream’ types of activities such as
shopping (49%), sightseeing (40%) and going to the beach (15%). But, we can
also see a trend of travellers engaging with the local culture through food
(60%), ‘learning about the local culture and history’ (15%) and ‘meeting and
engaging with local people’ (12%).

Australia
In 2018, Australia received more than nine million Chinese tourists,
making it their second largest source market. Our survey found that 2% of
mainstream travellers visited Australia on their last international holiday
and 13% of adventure travellers did. The most popular activities for
adventure travellers were ‘beach’ and ‘wildlife viewing’ whilethe most
popular activities for mainstream tourists were ‘beach’ and ‘eating.’
Chinese travellers indicated spending lengthy periods of time in Australia,
with 85% staying more than 7 days.

Thailand
Thailand received nearly 10 million Chinese tourists in 2018. It was also a
very popular destination for survey respondents, with 10% of adventure
tourists and 15% of mainstream tourists reporting that they visited the
Kingdom on their last holiday. While adventure travellers liked to spend
their time in nature (67%) and specifically snorkelling (50%), mainstream
travellers preferred to eat (56%), shop (19%) and sightsee (31%). That said, 13%
of mainstream travellers said they took time to ‘explore new places’ and 19%
said they ‘learned about a new culture.’ Due to its geographic proximity and
excellent airlinks to a variety of Chinese cities, it is not surprising that nearly
81% of mainstream tourists and 50% of adventure tourists visited for between
4 and 6 days.
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Pre-Trip Preparation
The vast majority of Chinese travellers
will prepare for their trip ahead of
departure. Eighty-six per cent (86%) of all
travellers will turn to the Internet to
research their trip. They are less likely to
visit a destination management
organization but highly likely to purchase
a guidebook, consult friends and family,
or talk to a travel professional.

⼩锡杯
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Social Media Sharing
Anecdotally, tour operators have told us
that one of the major motivators for
Chinese travellers is the opportunity to
take an amazing photo or selfie. A variety
of types of content – photos, videos and
blogs – are shared both during the trip
and upon return home. WeChat, a
messaging app that comprises a full
ecosystem of online services and has
more than one billion monthly active
users, is the most popular platform for
sharing travel experiences. Weibo, a
micro-blogging site with 450 million
monthly active users, comes in second.

Takeaway

Travel blogging is popular in China. Sites
like Mafengwo and Qyer are outlets for

A WeChat account is critical to engaging with

travellers to share their past experiences

and inspiring Chinese adventure travellers.

and answer questions from future

WeChat is making it increasingly easy for

travellers. Long-form content is the

foreign companies to register on the platform,

norm, and posts are often upwards of

and it has an English language version.

5,000 words. Blogging sites are popular
with both adventure travellers and
mainstream travellers. Adventure
travellers are more likely to share their
experiences through video posts on
YouKu (a Chinese video sharing platform
similar to YouTube).
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Conclusion
The importance of connecting with outbound Chinese travellers is not lost on international
destinations and suppliers, however, we believe there is great potential to connect with
adventure travellers from this market –a segment that has been largely overlooked up to
this point. To do so successfully, destination marketers and suppliers must consider the
idiosyncrasies of Chinese adventure travellers, such as their understanding of "adventure,"
the limited time they have to dedicate to trips, the types of destinations that appeal to them
and the ways in which they find travel inspiration and engage with travel brands.
We hope this report has been a first step in identifying that this segment does indeed exist
in China, and will most likely grow. These Chinese tourists, like adventure tourists from
other countries, should be viewed as partners in sustainable tourism growth.
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